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A strongly degenerate diffusion-haptotaxis
model of tumor invasion under the
go-or-grow dichotomy hypothesis
Anna Zhiguna∗, Christina Surulescua, and Alexander Hunta
We propose and study a strongly coupled PDE-ODE-ODE system modeling cancer cell invasion through a tissue network
under the go-or-grow hypothesis asserting that cancer cells can either move or proliferate. Hence our setting features
two interacting cell populations with their mutual transitions and involves tissue-dependent degenerate diffusion and
haptotaxis for the moving subpopulation. The proliferating cells and the tissue evolution are characterized by way of
ODEs for the respective densities. We prove the global existence of weak solutions and illustrate the model behaviour
by numerical simulations in a two-dimensional setting. The numerical results recover qualitatively the infiltrative patterns
observed histologically, and moreover allow to establish a qualitative relationship between the structure of the tissue and
the expansion of the tumor, thereby paying heed to its heterogeneity. Copyright © 20XX John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
Keywords: cancer cell invasion; degenerate diffusion; global existence; go-or-grow dichotomy; haptotaxis;
parabolic system; weak solution
1. Introduction
One of the essential characteristics of a tumor is its heterogeneity. The cells forming the neoplastic tissue often have different
phenotypes, morphologies, and functions, and can switch between these in response to intra- and/or extracellular influences like
e.g., genetic change, acidity of the peritumoral region, availability of nutrients and/or space, applied therapeutic agents etc., see
e.g. [1, 2, 3]. Tumor heterogeneity is tightly connected to compromised treatment response [4, 5] and is already manifested at
the migrating stage of tumor development. Indeed, one of the main features of tumor development and invasion is the ability of
cancer cells to migrate and spread into the normal tissue, whereby they experience different migratory phenotypes (e.g., amoeboid
vs. mesenchymal). Furthermore, experimental evidence revealed that several types of tumor cells (including glioma, breast cancer
cells, and melanoma) defer their proliferation while migrating and vice versa [6, 7, 8, 9], corresponding to the so-called go-or-grow
dichotomy. The differentiated response of tumor cells to treatment is a main cause of radio- and chemotherapeutical failure; indeed,
it is argely accepted that cells with a highly proliferating phenotype are more sensitive to therapy, whereas the migratory phenotype
is attended by reduced treatment sensitivity, see e.g., [10, 11, 12] and the references therein.
Motivated by the above mentioned facts we propose in this paper a model for tumor cell invasion in which we account for the go-
or-grow hypothesis and distinguish between migrating and proliferating (hence non-moving) cells. Several continuum mathematical
models relying on the go-or-grow behavior of tumor cells and explicitly accounting for the two subpopulations of migrating and
proliferating cells, respectively, have been considered e.g., in [13, 14] and featured reaction-(cross-)diffusion(-chemotaxis) equations.
Using a two-component continuous-time random walk along with a probabilistic approach based thereupon and involving switching
with exponentially distributed waiting times between the proliferation and migration phenotypes, Fedotov & Iomin deduced in
[15] an ODE-PDE system for the macroscopic dynamics of the two types of cancer cell densities, supporting the idea of tumor
cells subdiffusivity instead of the more common Fickian diffusivity. In [16] Chauviere et al. used a mesoscopic description of
the two cell subpopulations to deduce by an appropriate scaling a system of two coupled reaction-diffusion equations for their
macrolevel behavior. Still in that context, starting from mesoscopic equations for the two cell subpopulations and coupling them with
subcellular level dynamics in [17, 18] the authors obtained by parabolic scalings macroscopic equations characterizing the evolution
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of the overall tumor burden for a glioma invasion model. The resulting equations carried in their coefficients the information
from the lower modeling scales (both subcellular and mesoscopic) and allowed DTI-based predictions about the tumor extent
and simulation-based therapy outcomes. The haptotaxis term obtained in those macroscopic equations was a direct consequence
of accounting for the subcellular receptor binding dynamics in the mesoscale evolution of the cancer cell densities. By using the
equlibrium of fluxes and some ideas from [19, 20], in [21] was introduced a multiscale model for macroscopic tumor invasion
and development complying to the go-or-grow dichotomy and including subcellular dynamics of receptor binding to fibers of the
underlying extracellular matrix (ECM). Our model in this paper extends in a certain way the previous setting in [21] by allowing
the diffusion coefficient to degenerate and by paying increased attention to the haptotactic sensitivity function; however, neither
therapy effects nor multiscality issues are addressed here. The system in [22] characterizes the dynamics of two cell populations
(quiescent and proliferating) under the influence of haptotaxis, matrix degrading enzymes, and of a diffusing chemical -but without
chemotaxis terms- and featuring besides space another structure, namely cell age. Both cell populations diffuse and the diffusion
coefficients do not degenerate. Moreover, the interpopulation transition rates are assumed to be smooth, bounded, and nonnegative.
Under these and other requirements the global existence of a unique nonnegative solution has been proved. To our knowledge
the model introduced and analyzed here is the first to include haptotaxis, strongly -doubly- degenerate diffusion, and interactions
between two cell (sub)populations, one of which is neither diffusing nor performing any other kind of motion. Moreover, we do
not require the boundedness of interpopulation transition rates and decay coefficient functions. Indeed, some of them depend in a
linear way upon a solution component, and the global boundedness of the latter is still open in the context of our model.
While there is a vast literature concerning the mathematical modelling with reaction-diffusion-taxis equations and their analysis,
problems with degenerate diffusion and taxis are still comparatively underrepresented in the modelling for life sciences, which is
probably to be attributed to their higher complexity. However, during the last decade more such references became available; they
describe the dynamics of a cell population in response to a chemoattractant [23, 24, 25], moving up the gradient of an insoluble
signal (haptotaxis) [26, 27], or performing both chemo- and haptotaxis [28, 29, 30]. Thereby, the type of degeneracy is a particularly
relevant feature for the difficulty of the problem, especially for systems coupling ODEs with PDEs, as is the case when considering
haptotaxis. In [28, 29, 30] the diffusion coefficients depend nonlinearly on the solution and the tactic sensitivities are constants. For
these problems the global well posedness was obtained, along with boundedness properties of the solutions. The 1D model in [27]
was motivated by the deduction of macroscopic equations from a mesoscopic setting for brain tumor invasion also accounting for
subcellular dynamics; it features a reaction-diffusion-transport-haptotaxis equation for the tumor cell density coupled with an ODE
for the density of tissue fibers. The strong degeneracy of the (myopic) diffusion and haptotaxis coefficients is attained by way of a
function only depending on the position and not on the solution itself. The model proposed in [26] involves a diffusion coefficient
which can degenerate due to each of the solution components (density of cells and of ECM fibers, respectively): moreover, the
haptotactic sensitivity is a nonlinear function of the ECM density. The model we propose and study here extends that in [26] by
allowing for tumor heterogeneity in the sense of the go-or-grow dichotomy; this extension is motivated by the biomedical facts
mentioned at the beginning of this section. Whereas the global existence of weak solutions was shown for both models in [27] and
[26], respectively, the boundedness and uniqueness issues remain open. The same applies to the mathematical setting considered
in this work and presented in detail in the following Section 2. The mathematical analysis performed here follows the approach we
introduced in [26]. However, the allegedly simple modifications of the model therein lead to mathematical challenges and some
new ideas are necessary because in the current system the motility and growth/decay mechanisms are distributed between two
separate equations for two distinct cell densities. This leads to an even less regular system than that in [26] which in turn requires
even finer tuned estimates as well as a rougher solution concept in order to obtain the global existence.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section 3 introduces some basic notations, Section 4 settles the problem and states
the main result consisting in the global existence of a weak solution to the system in Section 2, to be followed by several steps
towards its proof. Thus, Section 5 introduces a sequence of non-degenerate approximations of the actual problem and Section
6 is concerned with deducing some apriori estimates to be used in Section 7 for the convergences necessary to prove the result
announced in Section 4. Finally, in Section 8 we perform some numerical simulations in order to illustrate the model behavior and
we also comment on the obtained results.
2. The model
Based on the models in [21, 26] we introduce here a PDE-ODE-ODE system characterizing the macroscopic dynamics of a tumor in
interaction with the surrounding tissue in accordance with the go-or-grow dichotomy. The latter means that the tumor is assumed
to be made up of two types of cells, which are either moving or mitotic and non-motile, whereby mutual transitions between the
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two phenotypes take place. Our model thus reads:
Btm  αm  βvp ∇ 

κmvc
1  vc∇m
κvm
p1  vq2∇v


in R   Ω, (1a)
Btp  αm βvp  µppp1 c ηvq in R   Ω, (1b)
Btv  µvvp1 vq  λvm in R   Ω, (1c)
κmvc
1  vcBνm
κvm
p1  vq2 Bνv  0 in R
   BΩ, (1d)
mp0q  m0, pp0q  p0, vp0q  v0 in Ω, (1e)
where m and p denote the densities of moving and proliferating cells, respectively, v is the density of ECM fibers, all depending
on time and position on a smooth bounded domain Ω  RN . The positive constants α, β denote the transition rates between
the two subpopulations, η ¡ 0 is a constant scaling the concurrence with normal tissue in the proliferation process, κm, κv are
positive constants scaling the diffusion and the haptotactic sensitivity, λ ¡ 0 is the decay rate of ECM due to interactions with
(mesenchymally) motile cells, and µp, µv are growth rates for the tumor cells and the tissue, respectively. The total tumor burden
is assessed by
cpt, xq : mpt, xq   ppt, xq.
Thus, system (1) includes a degenerate parabolic PDE for the moving and an ODE for the proliferating tumor cells, together with
an ODE for the tissue density, supplemented by the initial and the ’no-flux’ boundary conditions. The latter complies with the
fact that cancer cells do not leave the tissue hosting the original tumor. As in [26], the diffusion coefficient in the equation for
moving cells is nonlinear and degenerate with respect to both the total tumor cell and tissue densities. On one hand, this type of
diffusion captures the infiltrative, finite speed propagation of the cells. On the other hand, it accounts for the necessity for the
cells to maintain a strong connection to the tissue fibers in order to be able to move. The haptotaxis coefficient is nonlinear as
well; its form is motivated by the microlocal cell-tissue interactions (as explained in [26]) and whence keeps a flavor of multiscality,
though in a rather indirect fashion, as our system (1) is purely macroscopic. For explicit multiscale effects and therapy issues we
refer to the related model in [21], which, however, only handles nondegenerate diffusion of the moving cell population. Altogether,
compared to the existing quasilinear haptotaxis equations, equation (1a) features less balance between the two flux components
(diffusive and haptotactic), with emphasis on the latter due to the degenerate diffusion. This is in agreement with the invasion
pattern usually observed histologically, where the directed movement along the tissue fibers dominates over the random dispersion.
3. Basic notation and functional spaces
We denote the Lebesgue measure of a set A by |A| and by intA its interior.
Partial derivatives, in both classical and distributional sense, with respect to variables t and xi, will be denoted respectively by Bt
and Bxi . Further, ∇, ∇ and ∆ stand for the spatial gradient, divergence and Laplace operators, respectively. Bν is the derivative
with respect to the outward unit normal of BΩ. We assume the reader to be familiar with the standard Lebesgue and Sobolev
spaces and their usual properties, as well as with the more general Lp spaces of functions with values in general Banach spaces
and with anisotropic Sobolev spaces. In particular, we need the Banach space
W1,1pΩq :
#
u P D1pΩq
 u  u0  
N¸
k1
Bxiui for some ui P L1 pΩq , i  0, . . . , N
+
,
||u||W1,1pΩq : inf
#
N¸
k0
||ui||1
 u  u0  
N¸
k1
Bxiui, ui P L
1 pΩq , i  0, . . . , N
+
.
We will also make use of the Zygmund space [31, Chapter 6, Definition 6.1]
L logLpΩq :
"
u P L1 pΩq

»
Ω
Mpuq dx   8
*
, where Mpuq : χt|u|¡1u|u| log |u|.
For p P r1,8sz t2u, we write ||  ||p in place of the ||  ||LppΩq-norm. Throughout the paper, ||  || and pu, vq denote the standard
L2 pΩq-norm and scalar product, respectively.
Finally, we make the following useful convention: For all indices i, the quantity Ci denotes a non-negative constant or, alternatively,
a non-negative function, which is non-decreasing in each of its arguments.
4. Problem setting and main result
In this section we propose a definition of weak solutions to system (1) and state our main result under the following assumptions:
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Assumptions 4.1 (Initial data)
1. m0 ¥ 0, m0  0, m0 P L logLpΩq;
2. p0 ¥ 0, p0  0, p0 P L8 pΩq;
3. 0 ¤ v0 ¤ 1, v0  0, 1, v
1
2
0 P H
1 pΩq.
The major challenge of model (1) lies in the fact that the diffusion coefficient in equation (1a) degenerates at v  0. The latter
seems to make it impossible to obtain an a priori estimate for the gradient of ϕpmq in some Lebesgue space for any smooth,
strictly increasing function ϕ. As a workaround, we are forced to consider an auxiliary function which involves both m and v and
whose gradient we are able to estimate.
This leads us to the following definition of weak solutions to (1):
Definition 4.2 (Weak solution) Let m0, p0, v0 satisfy Assumptions 4.1. We call a triple of functions m, p : R 0  Ω Ñ R 0 ,
v : R 0  Ω Ñ r0, 1s a global weak solution of (1) if for all 0   T   8 it holds that
1. m P L8p0, T ;L1 pΩqq;
2. p P L8p0, T ;L8 pΩqq, Btp P L1p0, T ;L1 pΩqq;
3. v 12 P L8p0, T ;H1 pΩqq, Btv P L1p0, T ;L1 pΩqq;
4. ∇

v
1
2 pm  1q 12
	
,

κmc
1 vc  
κv
1 v
	
v
1
2 pm  1q 12

∇

v
1
2 pm  1q 12
	
 pm  1q 12∇v 12
	
P L1p0, T ;L1 pΩqq,
∇
³t
0
v
1 vmdτ
	
P L8p0, T ;L2 pΩqq;
5. pm, p, vq satisfies equation (1a) and the boundary condition (1d) in the following weak sense:
»
Ω
m0ϕdxψp0q 
» T
0
»
Ω
mϕdxψ1 dt

» T
0
»
Ω

κmc
1  vc  
κv
1  v


2v
1
2 pm  1q
1
2

∇

v
1
2 pm  1q
1
2
	
 pm  1q
1
2∇v 12
	
∇ϕψ
  κv∇
» t
0
v
1  vmdτ


∇ϕψ1   pαm  βvpqϕψ dx dt (2)
for all ϕ PW 1,8pΩq and ψ PW 1,8p0, T q such that ψpT q  0;
6. pm, p, vq satisfies equations (1b)-(1c) in L1p0, T ;L1 pΩqq;
7. pp0q  p0, vp0q  v0.
Remark 4.3 (Weak formulation) By using the chain and product rules and (where necessary) partial integration over Ω and over
r0, ts, it can be readily checked that (2) is, indeed, a weak reformulation of (1a) and (1d). Its somewhat nonstandard form is due
to the fact that ∇m in the diffusion term and the taxis flux term κvm
p1 vq2∇v might not exist even in L1loc-sense.
Furthermore, it is clear that (2) requires e.g., v 12 P L8p0, T ;H1 pΩqq and not just v P L8p0, T ;H1 pΩqq. This, of course, makes
a difference only near v  0.
Remark 4.4 (Initial conditions) Since we are looking for solutions with
p PW 1,1p0, T ;L1 pΩqq,
v
1
2 P H1p0, T ;L1 pΩqq,
we have
p P Cpr0, T s;L1 pΩqq,
v
1
2 P Cpr0, T s;L1 pΩqq.
Therefore, the initial conditions 7. in Definition 4.2 do make sense.
Our main result reads:
Theorem 4.5 (Global existence) Let Ω  RN , N P N, be a smooth bounded domain and let α, β, η, κm, κv, λ, µp, µv be positive
constants. Then, for each triple of functions pm0, p0, v0q satisfying Assumptions 4.1 there exists a global weak solution pm, p, vq
(in terms of Definition 4.2) to the system (1).
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The proof of Theorem 4.5 follows our approach in [26]. It is based on a suitable approximation of the degenerate system (1)
by a family of systems with nondegenerate diffusion of the migrating cells, derivation of a set of a priori estimates which ensure
necessary compactness and, finally, the passage to the limit. As in [26], we encounter considerable difficulties in each of the three
steps due to the previously mentioned degenerate diffusion in equation (1a), due to the ODEs (1b)-(1c) having no diffusion at all
(i.e., everywhere degenerate), and, finally, due to the strong couplings. However, other than in [26], equation (1a) for the moving
cells lacks a logistic type remodelling term with a quadratic decay for large densities. Instead, we can only rely on the negative
part of the transition term which is linear. This renders the present system even more degenerate, forcing us to define a ’weaker’
weak solution in Definition 4.2 (compare also Remark 4.3 from above) and to carry out the necessary a priori estimates in an even
more refined way.
Remark 4.6 (Notation for constants) We make the following useful convention: The statement that a constant depends on the
parameters of the problem means that it depends on the constants κ, µp, η, µv and λ, the norms of the initial data pm0, p0, v0q,
the space dimension N , and the domain Ω. This dependence on the parameters is subsequently not indicated in an explicit way.
5. Approximating problems
In this section we introduce a family of non-degenerate approximations for problem (1). For each relaxation parameter ε 
pε1, ε2, ε2q P p0, 1q3, the corresponding approximation reads
Btmε  αmε   βvεpε   ε1∆mε  ∇ 

κmvεcε
1  vεcε
∇mε  κvmε
p1  vεq2
∇vε


in R   Ω, (3a)
Btpε  αmε  βvεpε   µppε p1 cε  ηvεq in R   Ω, (3b)
Btvε  µvvεp1 vεq  λvεmε in R   Ω, (3c)
ε1Bνmε  
κmvεcε
1  vεcε
Bνmε 
κvmε
p1  vεq2
Bνvε  0 in R   BΩ, (3d)
mεp0q  mε20, pεp0q  pε20, vεp0q  vε30 in Ω, (3e)
where
cε  mε   pε
and the families tmε20u, tpε20u and tvε30u of sufficiently smooth and nonnegative initial values are parameterized by ε2 and ε3,
respectively. They are yet to be specified below in Subsection 5.1.
Remark 5.1 (Nonnegativity of solutions) It is easy to see that system (3) satisfies standard assumptions which ensure the
nonnegativity of solutions. Indeed, if the motion terms are eliminated from the PDE, the resulting ODE system has the positivity
preserving property.
For each ε P p0, 1q3, system (3) has the form of a nondegenerate† quasilinear haptotaxis system with respect to variables mε, pε, vε.
Thereby, the weak solutions can be defined similarly to Definition 4.2. In this case, 5. in Definition 4.2 is replaced by
51. pmε, pε, vεq satisfies equation (3a) and the boundary condition (3d) in the following weak sense:
»
Ω
mε20ϕdxψp0q 
» T
0
»
Ω
mεϕdxψ
1 dt

» T
0
»
Ω
ε∇mε ∇ϕψ dxdt

» T
0
»
Ω

κmcε
1  vεcε
 
κv
1  vε


2v
1
2
ε pmε   1q
1
2

∇

v
1
2
ε pmε   1q
1
2
	
 pmε   1q
1
2∇v
1
2
ε
	
∇ϕψ
  κv∇
» t
0
vε
1  vε
mε dτ


∇ϕψ1   pαmε   βvεpεqϕψ dx dt (4)
for all ϕ PW 1,8pΩq and ψ PW 1,8p0, T q such that ψpT q  0.
:in the sense that the parabolic PDE for the moving cells is nondegenerate
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The proof of the global existence of nonnegative weak solutions for the quasilinear system (3) can be carried out in a way common
for semilinear haptotaxis problems. Choosing some θ ¡ N   2, one first introduces further regularising terms in the following
manner:
Btmε  αmε   βvεpε   ε1∆mε  ∇ 

κmvεcε
1  vεcε
∇mε  κvmε
p1  vεq2
∇vε


 ε0m
θ
ε in R   Ω, (5a)
Btpε  αmε  βvεpε   µppε p1 cε  ηvεq in R   Ω, (5b)
Btvε  ε0∆vε   µvvεp1 vεq  λvεmε in R   Ω, (5c)
Bνmε  Bνvε  0 in R   BΩ, (5d)
mεp0q  mε20, pεp0q  pε20, vεp0q  vε30 in Ω, (5e)
where ε0 ¡ 0 is yet another small relaxation parameter. The components pε and vε are easily seen to be a priori bounded in L8,
and that holds uniformly in ε. As usual, the additional decay term in (5a) and the diffusion term in (5c) are needed in order to
ensure the L8-boundedness of ∇vε and then of mε. Since the PDE-part of system (5) is nondegenerate and upper-triangular,
these a priori bounds allow one to apply to (5) results from Amann’s theory [32] for upper-triangular systems. They ensure the
existence of a unique classical solution of (5). Finally, uniform w.r.t. ε0 estimates, a compactness argument, and a limit procedure
as ε0 Ñ 0 lead to a solution to system (3). We omit further details here since they follow a standard route and because we will
derive a priori estimates and compactness in suitable spaces in a more general situation of system (3), i.e., even without additional
regularising terms, in Section 6 below.
It is clear that for ε  0 we regain - at least formally - the original degenerate haptotaxis system (1). As it turns out (see the
subsequent Section 7), a weak solution to (1) can be obtained as a limit of a sequence of solutions to (3).
In order to shorten the writing, we will sometimes use the following notation for the flux and reaction terms, respectively:
qε : ε1∇mε   κmvεcε1  vεcε∇mε 
κvmε
p1  vεq2
∇vε, (6)
fε : αmε   βvεpε (7)
5.1. Approximating initial data
Our next step is to construct a suitable family of approximations to the initial data. Since we assume that pm0, p0, v0q satisfies
Assumptions 4.1, there exists for each pε2, ε3q P p0, 1q2 an approximation triple pmε20, pε20, vε30q with the following properties:
mε20, pε20, v
1
2
ε30 PW
1,8pΩq, (8)
mε20, pε20 ¥ 0, 0 ¤ vε30 ¤ 1 in Ω, mε20, pε20, vε30  0, (9)
}M pmε20q}L1pΩq ¤ 2 }Mpm0q}L1pΩq , (10)∇v 12ε30
 ¤ 2 v 120 
H1pΩq
, (11)
||mε20 m0||L1pΩq ¤ ε2, (12)
||pε20  p0||L8pΩq ¤ ε2, (13)v 12ε30  v 120
 ¤ ε3. (14)
Recall that our aim is to pass to the limit for εÑ 0 in the approximating problem. Since equation (3c) is an ODE, the set
tvpt, q  0u is preserved in time (possibly up to some subsets of measure zero). Therefore, it turns out that we have to pay
particular care at the set tvε30  0u whose interior should not shrink substantially with respect to tv0  0u. Following the idea
from [26], we assume that
|tv0  0uz int tvε30  0u| ¤ ε3. (15)
Indeed, to justify (14) we recall here our argument from [26] for the convenience of the reader. Due to a Lusin property for Sobolev
functions [33, Chapter 6, Theorem 6.14], there exists a function ξ such that
ξ PW 1,8pΩq, (16)
}ξ}H1pΩq ¤ 2
v 120 
H1pΩq
, (17)!ξ  v 120 ) ¤ ε34 . (18)
We define
vε30 :

mintξ , 1u 
ε3
2|Ω|

2
 
.
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Let us check that vε30 satisfies the above assumptions. Indeed, due to (16)-(17), we have that
v
1
2
ε30 PW
1,8pΩq,∇v 12ε30
 ¤ ||∇ξ|| ¤ 2 v 120 
H1pΩq
,
and
v 12ε30  v 120
 ¤2 !ξ  v 120 ) 
χ#ξv 120 +

ξ 
ε3
2|Ω|


 
 ξ

¤ε3.
Moreover, it holds that
tξ  0u 
"
mintξ , 1u  
ε3
2|Ω|
*
 int
"
mintξ , 1u ¤
ε3
2|Ω|
*
Y BΩ  inttvε30  0u Y BΩ. (19)
Combining (18) and (19), we obtain (15).
6. A priori estimates
In this section we establish, based on system (3), several uniform a priori estimates for the functions mε, pε, vε and their
combinations, which we will use in the existence proof (see Section 7 below). Our calculations make use of the regularity which
the solutions of (3) do have. While operating with the weak derivatives, we use the weak chain and product rules. Another way to
justify the calculation is via further approximations, as was done in [26].
Uniform boundedness of vε
Since the ODE (3c) has the form
Btvε  fvpvε,mεq
with fvp1,mq ¤ 0 for all m ¥ 0, and the initial value satisfies vε30 ¤ 1 (compare (9)), we obtain using standard ODE theory that
vε ¤ 1 in p0, T q  Ω.
holds a priori. Below we will use this simple estimate without referring to it explicitly.
Uniform boundedness of pε
Equation (3b) for pε can be rewritten in the following way:
Btpε  pµppε  αqmε  pβ   µpηqvεpε   µppε p1 pεq .
Since mε, p, vε ¥ 0, we obtain using standard ODE theory that
pε ¤ max
"
1, α
µp
, }pεp0q}L8pΩq
*
. (20)
Combining (13) and (20), we obtain that
pε ¤ Cp. (21)
Energy-type estimates
We now turn to equation (3c) for vε. Unlike the model in [34], the haptotaxis coefficient lacks a factor v in the denominator,
whose presence was essential for obtaining estimates involving ∇v (and which relied on differentiating the equation for v). Here
we compensate the absence of v by rearranging equation (3c) in a convenient way. On both sides of the equation we divide by
v
1
2
ε p1  vεq and then apply the gradient operator. Thus we obtain that
Bt∇
» vε
0
1
s
1
2 p1  sq
ds  λ
v
1
2
ε
1  vε
∇mε  λp1 vεqmε   µvp1  4vε   v
2
εq
p1  vεq2
∇v
1
2
ε . (22)
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Further, we multiply (3a) by lnmε and (22) by κvλ ∇
³vε
0
1
s
1
2 p1 sq
ds and integrate over Ω using partial integration and the boundary
conditions where necessary. Adding the resulting identities together, we obtain after some calculation that
d
dt

p1,mε lnmε mεq  
2κv
λ

1
p1  vεq2
,
∇v 12ε 2



  ε1
∇m 12ε 2   4

κmvεcε
1  vεcε
,
∇m 12ε 2


 
2κv
λ

λp1 vεqmε   5µvvε   µvv2ε ,
∇v 12ε 2
p1  vεq3

  αpmε, lnmεq
¤βpvεpε, lnmεq  
2µvκv
λ

1
p1  vεq2
,
∇v 12ε 2


By using the Gronwall lemma and (21), we thus arrive, for arbitrary T P R , at the estimates
sup
tPr0,T s
 
χtmε¡1u,mε lnmε

¤ C1pT q, (23)
sup
tPr0,T s
∇v 12ε 2 ¤ C1pT q, (24)
» T
0

vεcε
1  vεcε
,
∇m 12ε 2


dt ¤ C1pT q, (25)» T
0

p1 vεqmε,
∇v 12ε 2


dt ¤ C1pT q, (26)» T
0
 
vεpε,χtmε 1u lnmε

dt ¤ C1pT q (27)» T
0
∇m 12ε 2 dt ¤ ε11 C1pT q. (28)
Since s ÞÑ s1 s is a monotonically increasing function, (25) yields that
» T
0

vε
1  vεmε
, |∇mε|2


dt 4
» T
0

vεmε
1  vεmε
,
∇m 12ε 2


dt
¤4
» T
0

vεcε
1  vεcε
,
∇m 12ε 2


dt
¤C2pT q. (29)
Consequently, we also have that
» T
0

vε,
∇ p1 mεq 12 2


dt 
1
4
» T
0

vε
1 mε
, |∇mε|2


dt
¤
1
4
» T
0

vε
1  vεmε
, |∇mε|2


dt
¤C3pT q. (30)
Uniform integrability of mε
It follows with (23) that
||mε||L8p0,T ;L1pΩqq ¤ C4pT q. (31)
Moreover, due to the de la Valle´e-Poussin theorem, we conclude with (23) that
tmεu is uniformly integrable in p0, T q  Ω. (32)
Uniform integrability of ∇

v
1
2
ε pmε   1q
1
2
	
Due to (32), it holds that
!
v
1
2
ε pmε   1q
1
2
)
is uniformly integrable in p0, T q  Ω. (33)
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We compute that
∇

v
1
2
ε pmε   1q
1
2
	
 v
1
2
ε ∇pmε   1q 12   pmε   1q 12∇v
1
2
ε . (34)
Combining (24), (30), (32), (34) and using the de la Valle´e-Poussin theorem and Lemma A.1, we conclude that!
∇

v
1
2
ε pmε   1q
1
2
	)
is uniformly integrable in p0, T q  Ω. (35)
Uniform integrability of the reaction term in (3a)
It immediately follows with (21), (31), (32) that
tfεu is uniformly integrable in p0, T q  Ω (36)
and
||fε||L8p0,T ;L1pΩqq ¤ C5pT q. (37)
Uniform integrability of the diffusion flux in (3a)
We first deal with the relaxation term. We have that
ε
1
2
1 |∇mε|  2ε
1
2
1
∇m 12ε m 12ε , (38)
Using the Ho¨lder inequality, we obtain with (28), (31) and (38) that
ε1||∇mε||L1p0,T ;L1pΩqq ¤ ε
1
2
1 C6pT q. (39)
For the degenerate part of the diffusion flux, we have that
vεcε|∇mε|
1  vεcε
2

vεcε
1  vεcε

 1
2
m
1
2
ε

vεcε
1  vεcε
∇m 12ε 2

 1
2
. (40)
Combining (25) and (32), we obtain with Lemma A.1 that"
vεcε∇mε
1  vεcε
*
is uniformly integrable in p0, T q  Ω, (41)
so that vεcε|∇mε|1  vεcε

L1p0,T ;L1pΩqq
¤ C7pT q. (42)
Uniform integrability of the taxis flux in (3a)
Let us next consider the taxis part of the flux. We compute that
mε
p1  vεq2
∇vε mε∇ vε1  vε
∇

vεmε
1  vε



vε
1  vε
∇mε. (43)
For the second summand on the right-hand side of (43), we have that
vε
1  vε
∇mε  2 v
1
2
ε
1  vε
pmε   1q
1
2 v
1
2
ε ∇pmε   1q 12 (44)
We use (30), (32) and Lemma A.1 in order to conclude from (44) that"
vε
1  vε
∇mε
*
is uniformly integrable in p0, T q  Ω. (45)
As for the first summand on the right-hand side of (43), we seek for an estimate for its integral over p0, tq (compare Definition
4.2). On both sides of equation (3c), we divide by 1  vε, apply the space gradient and finally integrate over p0, tq. This yields
that
1
1  vε
∇vεptq  11  vε30
∇vε30  µv
» t
0

sp1 sq
1  s

1
|svε∇vε dτ  λ∇
» t
0
vεmε
1  vε
dτ


. (46)
Since s ÞÑ sp1sq1 s is continuously differentiable, we conclude from (46) using (24) that∇
» t
0
vεmε
1  vε
dτ


L8p0,T ;L2pΩqq
¤ C8pT q. (47)
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Estimates involving Btvε
We divide equation (3c) by vε:
1
vε
Btvε  µvp1 vεq  λmε. (48)
Together with (31), (48) yields that
 1vε Btvε

L8p0,T ;L1pΩqq
¤ C9pT q, (49)
so that, consequently,
Btv 12ε 
L8p0,T ;L1pΩqq
¤ C10pT q. (50)
Estimates for ln

1  v
1
2
ε mε
	
Above we obtained uniform (in ε) estimates for both time and spacial derivatives of vε. Owing to the fact that the original diffusion
coefficient in (1a) is degenerate in v, it does not seem possible to obtain similar estimates for mε or, at least, for ϕpmεq for a
smooth, strictly increasing, and independent of ε function ϕ. In order to overcome this difficulty and gain some information on mε
in the set tvε ¡ 0u, we introduce for ε P p0, 1q an auxiliary function which involves both mε and vε:
uε : ln

1  v
1
2
ε mε
	
. (51)
Since
0 ¤ ln

1  v
1
2
ε mε
	
¤ mε,
we obtain with (32) that
tuεu is uniformly integrable in p0, T q  Ω.
As it turns out, the family tuεu is (strongly) precompact in L1p0, T ;L1 pΩqq. To prove this, we need uniform estimates for the
partial derivatives of uε in some parabolic Sobolev spaces.
We first study the spatial gradient of uε. We compute that
∇uε  mε
1  v
1
2
ε mε
∇v
1
2
ε  
v
1
2
ε
1  v
1
2
ε mε
∇mε. (52)
Using the trivial inequality
1 ¤ v
1
2
ε   p1 vεq
1
2 , (53)
we estimate the first summand on the right-hand side of (52) in the following way:
mε
∇v 12ε 
1  v
1
2
ε mε
¤
v
1
2
ε mε
∇v 12ε 
1  v
1
2
ε mε
 
p1 vεq
1
2mε
∇v 12ε 
1  v
1
2
ε mε
¤
∇v 12ε  m 12ε

p1 vεqmε
∇v 12ε 2

 1
2
¤
∇v 12ε   12mε   12 p1 vεqmε
∇v 12ε 2 . (54)
Using estimates (24), (26), (31), we conclude from (54) that

mε
∇v 12ε 
1  v
1
2
ε mε

L1p0,T ;L1pΩqq
¤C11pT q. (55)
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For the second summand on the right-hand side of (52), we have that
v
1
2
ε |∇mε|
1  v
1
2
ε mε
¤
v
1
2
ε |∇mε|
1  vεmε
¤
v
1
2
ε |∇mε|
p1  vεmεq
1
2
. (56)
Due to (29), (56) yields that
 v
1
2
ε |∇mε|
1  v
1
2
ε mε

L2pp0,T qΩq
¤ C12pT q. (57)
Altogether, we obtain from (52) with (55), (57) that
||∇uε||L1p0,T ;L1pΩqq ¤ C13pT q. (58)
Next, we deal with the time derivative of uε. We compute that
Btuε 
1
2
v
1
2
ε mε
1  v
1
2
ε mε
1
vε
Btvε  
v
1
2
ε
1  v
1
2
ε mε
Btmε. (59)
We estimate the first summand on the right-hand side of (59) as follows:
1
2
 v
1
2
ε mε
1  v
1
2
ε mε
1
vε
Btvε
 ¤ 12
 1vε Btvε
 . (60)
Combining (49) and (60), we obtain that
1
2
 v
1
2
ε mε
1  v
1
2
ε mε
1
vε
Btvε

L8p0,T ;L1pΩqq
¤ C14. (61)
In order to estimate the second summand on the right-hand side of (59), we multiply both sides of equation (3a) by v
1
2
ε
1 v
1
2
ε mε
and
obtain (compare the notation in (6)-(7)) that
v
1
2
ε
1  v
1
2
ε mε
Btmε  ∇ 

v
1
2
ε
1  v
1
2
ε mε
qε

 qε ∇ v
1
2
ε
1  v
1
2
ε mε
 
v
1
2
ε
1  v
1
2
ε mε
fε. (62)
Since
v
1
2
ε
1  v
1
2
ε mε
¤ 1,
it holds that
v
1
2
ε
1  v
1
2
ε mε
|fε| ¤ |fε|.
Hence, we conclude with (37) that
 v
1
2
ε
1  v
1
2
ε mε
fε

L8p0,T ;L1pΩqq
¤ C15pT q. (63)
For the term inside the divergence operator in (62), we have that
v
1
2
ε
1  v
1
2
ε mε
|qε| ¤
v
1
2
ε
1  v
1
2
ε mε

ε1|∇mε|   κm vεcε|∇mε|1  vεcε   κv
2v
1
2
ε mε
∇v 12ε 
p1  vεq2


¤ε1|∇mε|   κm vεcε|∇mε|1  vεcε   2κv
∇v 12ε  . (64)
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Using (24), (39), (42), we obtain from (64) that v
1
2
ε
1  v
1
2
ε mε
qε

L1p0,T ;L1pΩqq
¤ C16pT q. (65)
It remains to estimate the second term on the right-hand side of (62). We compute that
∇ v
1
2
ε
1  v
1
2
ε mε
 
vε
1  v
1
2
ε mε
	2∇mε   1
1  v
1
2
ε mε
	2∇v 12ε ,
so that qε ∇ v
1
2
ε
1  v
1
2
ε mε
 ¤ |qε|
∇ v
1
2
ε
1  v
1
2
ε mε

¤

ε1|∇mε|   κmvεcε|∇mε|1  vεcε  
2v
1
2
ε mε
∇v 12ε 
p1  vεq2



 vε|∇mε|
1  v
1
2
ε mε
	2  
∇v 12ε 
1  v
1
2
ε mε
	2


¤C17

ε1|∇mε|   vεcε|∇mε|1  vεcε   v
1
2
ε mε
∇v 12ε 

 vε|∇mε|
1  v
1
2
ε mε
	2  
∇v 12ε 
1  v
1
2
ε mε
	2

. (66)
Using (53) and (21) where necessary, we get the following estimates:
|∇mε| vε|∇mε|
1  v
1
2
ε mε
	2 ¤ vε|∇mε|21  vεmε , (67)
vεcε|∇mε|
1  vεcε
vε|∇mε|
1  v
1
2
ε mε
	2 ¤ vε|∇mε|21  vεmε (68)
v
1
2
ε mε
∇v 12ε  vε|∇mε|
1  v
1
2
ε mε
	2 ¤

vε|∇mε|2
1  vεmε

 1
2 ∇v 12ε 
¤
1
2
vε|∇mε|2
1  vεmε
 
1
2
∇v 12ε 2 , (69)
|∇mε|
∇v 12ε 
1  v
1
2
ε mε
	2 ¤v
1
2
ε |∇mε|
∇v 12ε 
p1  vεmεq2
 
p1 vεq
1
2 |∇mε|
∇v 12ε 
p1  vεmεq2
¤

vε|∇mε|2
1  vεmε

 1
2 ∇v 12ε   2 ∇m 12ε 

p1 vεqmε
∇v 12ε 2

 1
2
¤
1
2
vε|∇mε|2
1  vεmε
 
1
2
∇v 12ε 2   ∇m 12ε 2   p1 vεqmε ∇v 12ε 2 , (70)
vεcε|∇mε|
1  vεcε
∇v 12ε 
1  v
1
2
ε mε
	2 ¤ 2v
1
2
ε m
1
2
ε pmε   pεq
1
2
1  v
1
2
ε mε
	
p1  vεcεq
1
2

vεcε
∇m 12ε 2
1  vεcε


1
2 ∇v 12ε 
¤
2v
1
2
ε mε   2C
1
2
p pvεmεq
1
2
1  v
1
2
ε mε
	
p1  vεmεq
1
2

vεcε
∇m 12ε 2
1  vεcε


1
2 ∇v 12ε 
¤C18
vεcε
∇m 12ε 2
1  vεcε
  C18
∇v 12ε 2 , (71)
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v
1
2
ε mε
∇v 12ε 
∇v 12ε 
1  v
1
2
ε mε
	2 ¤ ∇v 12ε 2 . (72)
Combining (66)-(72) with (24)-(26), (28), (29), (31), we obtain thatqε ∇ v
1
2
ε
1  v
1
2
ε mε

L1p0,T ;L1pΩqq
¤ C19pT q. (73)
Therefore, (62) together with (63), (65) and (73) yield that v
1
2
ε Btmε
1  v
1
2
ε mε

L1p0,T ;W1,1pΩqq
¤ C20pT q. (74)
Finally, with the help of estimates (61) and (74), we obtain from (59) that
||Btuε||L1p0,T ;W1,1pΩqq ¤ C21pT q. (75)
Estimates for mε in p0, T q  inttvε30  0u
While studying the function mε, the auxiliary function uε introduced in (51) is of use only in the set tvε ¡ 0u. It clearly reveals
no further information about the behaviour of mε over the level sets tvεptq  0u, t P p0, T q, each of whom almost coincide with
tvε30  0u. The latter is to mean that tvεptq  0u differs from tvε30  0u by a null set and is thus preserved in time. In order to
see this, let us divide both sides of the ODE (3c) by vε and integrate over p0, tq for arbitrary t P p0, T q. We obtain that
lnpvεptqq  lnpvε30q 
» t
0
µvp1 vεq dt λ
» t
0
mε dt. (76)
Since 0 ¤ vε ¤ 1 and mε P L1p0, T ;L1 pΩqq, the right-hand side of (76) is finite a.e. in Ω. Hence, the same holds for the left-hand
side of (76). But this means that for all t P R  it necessarily holds that
vεptq ¡ 0 a.e. in tvε30 ¡ 0u,
vεptq  0 a.e. in tvε30  0u. (77)
Similarly, we obtain from the original equation (1c) that
vptq ¡ 0 a.e. in tv0 ¡ 0u,
vptq  0 a.e. in tv0  0u. (78)
Observe that, at least in p0, T q  inttvε30  0u, mε solves the linear initial value problem
Btmε  ε1∆mε  αmε in R   inttvε30  0u, (79a)
mεp0q  mε20 in inttvε30  0u. (79b)
Combining (31) and (39), we conclude from (79a) that
||Btmε||L1p0,T ;W1,1pinttvε300uqq ¤ C22pT q. (80)
Since mε20 is smooth, mε is a classical solution to (79a). Differentiating (79a) with respect to xi, i P t1, . . . , Nu, we obtain that
BtBximε  ε1∆Bximε  αBximε. (81)
Let now ϕ be some smooth cut-off function with suppϕ  inttvε30  0u and let a P p1, 2q, the latter to be specified below.
Multiplying (81) by aϕ2|Bximε|a2Bximε and integrating by parts over Ω, we obtain with the Ho¨lder and Young inequalities that
d
dt
ϕ|Bximε| a2 2  4pa 1qa ε1
ϕ∇|Bximε| a2 2  4ε1 ϕ∇|Bximε| a2 , |Bximε| a2∇ϕ	 aα ϕ|Bximε| a2 2
¤C23paq||∇ϕ||2L8pΩqε1 }Bximε}aa
C24paq||∇ϕ||2L8pΩqε1
m 12ε Bxim 12ε a
a
¤C25paq||∇ϕ||2L8pΩqε1
m 12ε a 1
1
a
 12
Bxim 12ε a . (82)
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Owing to a Sobolev interpolation inequality it holds that
m 12ε  1
1
a
 12
¤ C26paq
∇m 12ε   m 12ε 	Np1 1a q m 12ε 1Np1 1a q for a P

1, N
N  1

. (83)
Integrating (82) over p0, tq and using (28), (31), (83) and the Ho¨lder inequality, we thus obtain that
ϕ|∇mεptq| a2 2 ¤ ϕ|∇mε20| a2 2   C27pa, T q||∇ϕ||2L8pΩqε1N2 pa1q a21 for a P

1, N
N  1

. (84)
The first term on right-hand side of (84) doesn’t depend upon ε1, while the second one converges to zero for a P

1, N 2
N 1
	

1, N
N1

. Therefore, we obtain from (84) in the limit as ε1 Ñ 0 that
lim sup
ε1Ñ0
ϕ|∇mεptq| a2 2 ¤ ϕ|∇mε20| a2 2
¤||∇mε20||aL8pΩq for a P

1, N   2
N   1


. (85)
Since ϕ was an arbitrary cut-off function with suppϕ  inttvε30  0u, (85) yields that
lim sup
ε1Ñ0
||∇mεptq||Lapinttvε300uq ¤||∇mε20||L8pΩq for a P

1, N   2
N   1


. (86)
Together with (31), (86) yields that
lim sup
ε1Ñ0
||mεptq||W1,1pinttvε300uq ¤C28pε2q. (87)
7. Global existence for the original problem
In this section we aim to pass to the limit in (3) in order to obtain a solution of the original problem.
Remark 7.1 (Vector notation) Let tεi,niu  p0, 1q, i  1, 2, 3, be three sequences. In this section, we make use of the following
vector notation:
ni:3 : pni, . . . , n3q , εni:3 : pεi,ni , . . . , ε3,n3q , i  1, 2.
Owing to the estimates obtained in the preceding section, we are now in a position where we can establish a list convergences (see
below) holding jointly for some sequences
εi,ni Ñ
niÑ8
0, i  1, 2, 3.
Convergence for the initial data
Due to (12)-(14) it holds that
mε2,n20 Ñn2Ñ8
m0 in L1pΩq and a.e. in Ω, (88)
pε2,n20 Ñn2Ñ8
p0 in L8pΩq and a.e. in Ω, (89)
v
1
2
ε3,n30
Ñ
n3Ñ8
v
1
2
0 in L
2 pΩq and a.e. in Ω; (90)
Convergence for
 
vεn1:3
(
It holds that: due to (24), (50) and a version of the Lions-Aubin Lemma [35, Corollary 4]
v
1
2
εn1:3 Ñn1:3Ñ8
v
1
2 in L2p0, T ;L2 pΩqq; (91)
due to (91)
v
1
2
εn1:3 Ñn1:3Ñ8
v
1
2 a.e. in p0, T q  Ω; (92)
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due to (92)
vεn1:3 Ñn1:3Ñ8
v a.e. in p0, T q  Ω; (93)
due to (93) and the dominated convergence theorem
vaεn1:3 Ñn1:3Ñ8
va in Lppp0, T q  Ωq and a.e. in p0, T q  Ω for all a ¡ 0, p ¥ 1; (94)
due to (24), (91) and the Banach-Alaoglu theorem
∇v
1
2
εn1:3 án1:3Ñ8
∇v 12 in L2p0, T ;L2 pΩqq. (95)
Convergence for
 
mεn1:3
(
in p0, T q  tv0 ¡ 0u
It holds that: due to (58), (75) and a version of the Lions-Aubin Lemma [35, Corollary 4]
ln

1  v
1
2
εn1:3mεn1:3
	
Ñ
n1:3Ñ8
u in L1p0, T ;L1 pΩqq; (96)
due to (96)
ln

1  v
1
2
εn1:3mεn1:3
	
Ñ
n1:3Ñ8
u a.e. in p0, T q  Ω; (97)
due to (97)
v
1
2
εn1:3mεn1:3 Ñn1:3Ñ8
eu  1 : w a.e. in p0, T q  Ω; (98)
due to (93), (98)
mεn1:3 Ñn1:3Ñ8
w
v
1
2
: m a.e. in p0, T q  tv0 ¡ 0u; (99)
due to (32), (99) and the Vitali convergence theorem
mεn1:3 Ñn1:3Ñ8
m in L1pp0, T q  tv0 ¡ 0uq. (100)
Convergence for
 
mεn1:3
(
in p0, T q  tv0  0u
It holds due to (80), (87) and a version of the Lions-Aubin Lemma [35, Corollary 4] that
mεn1:3 Ñn1Ñ8
mn2:3 in L1pp0, T q  inttvε3,n30  0uq, (101)
and so we may pass to the distributional limit in (79):
Btmn2:3  αmn2:3 in R   inttvε3,n30  0u, (102a)
mn2:3p0q  mε2,n20 in inttvε3,n30  0u. (102b)
Due to (88) and the continuous dependence of solutions of an ODE with smooth coefficients upon the initial data, it follows with
(102b) that
mn2:3 Ñ
n2Ñ8
mn3 in L1pp0, T q  inttvε3,n30  0uq (103)
and
mn3  m a.e. in p0, T q  inttvε3,n30  0u X tv0  0u, (104)
where m solves
Btm  αm in R   tv0  0u, (105a)
mp0q  m0 in tv0  0u. (105b)
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Combining (101), (103)-(105), we conclude that
mεn1:3 Ñn1Ñ8
Ñ
n2Ñ8
m in L1pp0, T q  inttvε3,n30  0u X tv0  0uq, (106)
hence also
mεn1:3 Ñn1Ñ8
Ñ
n2Ñ8
m on p0, T q  inttvε3,n30  0u X tv0  0u in the measure. (107)
Together with property (15), (107) yields that
lim
n3Ñ8
lim sup
n2Ñ8
lim sup
n1Ñ8
 mεn1:3 m ¥ δ(  0 on p0, T q  tv0  0u for all δ ¡ 0. (108)
Finally, combining (32), (108) and using the Vitali convergence theorem, we arrive at
lim
n3Ñ8
lim sup
n2Ñ8
lim sup
n1Ñ8
mεn1:3 mL1pp0,T qtv00uq  0. (109)
Convergence for pεn1:3 in (3b)-(3c)
We may consider (3b)-(3c) together with the corresponding initial conditions as an abstract ODE system with respect to the
variables pεn1:3 and vεn1:3 regarding mεn1:3 as a parameter function:
d
dt

pεn1:3
vεn1:3


 G

pεn1:3
vεn1:3


,mεn1:3


in L1 pΩq ,
where the function G : pr0, Cps  r0, 1sq  R 0 Ñ R 0 is clearly globally Lipschitz. Here Cp is an upper bound for the family tpεu,
compare (21). Using the standard abstract ODE theory in L1, which states that the solutions depend continuously upon parameters
and initial data, we conclude with (89)-(90) and (100), (109) that
pεn1:3 Ñn1:3Ñ8
p in L1pp0, T q  tv0 ¡ 0uq, (110)
pεn1:3 Ñn1:3Ñ8
p a.e. in p0, T q  tv0 ¡ 0u, (111)
lim
n3Ñ8
lim sup
n2Ñ8
lim sup
n1Ñ8
pεn1:3  pL1pp0,T qtv00uq  0, (112)
and m, p, v solve the original equations (1b)-(1c) and satisfy the initial conditions in L1-sense, as stated in Definition 4.2.
Convergence in (4)
In order to finish the proof of Theorem 4.5, it remains to check that the triple pm, p, vq, which we obtained above by means of
our limit procedure, satisfies the weak formulation (2). For this purpose, we need to pass to the limit in the weak formulation (4).
Taking ε : εn1:3 , we have that»
Ω
mε2,n20ϕdxψp0q 
» T
0
»
Ω
mεn1:3ϕdxψ
1 dt

» T
0
»
Ω
εn1:3∇mεn1:3 ∇ϕψ  Iεn1:3 ∇ϕψ   κv∇
» t
0
vεn1:3mεn1:3
1  vεn1:3
dτ


∇ϕψ1
 
 
αmεn1:3   βvεn1:3 pεn1:3

ϕψ dx dt, (113)
where in order to shorten the notation we introduced
Iεn1:3 :

κmcεn1:3
1  vεn1:3 cεn1:3
 
κv
1  vεn1:3


2v
1
2
εn1:3 pmεn1:3   1q
1
2


∇

v
1
2
εn1:3 pmεn1:3   1q
1
2
	
 pmεn1:3   1q
1
2∇v
1
2
εn1:3
	
(114)

κmvεn1:3 cεn1:3
1  vεn1:3 cεn1:3
∇mεn1:3  
κvvεn1:3
1  vεn1:3
∇mεn1:3 . (115)
Observe that the representations (114) and (115) coincide due to the chain and product rules. But for Iεn1:3 , the convergence of
the terms in (113) can be obtained with standard tools using (21), (32), (39), (88), (92), (93), (110). We thus leave these details
aside and concentrate on the weak L1-limit for Iεn1:3 . To start with, (41), (45) and (115) imply that 
Iεn1:3
(
is uniformly integrable in p0, T q  Ω. (116)
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Hence, the Dunford-Pettis theorem applies and yields the existence of such limit:
Iεn1:3 án1:3Ñ8
I˜ in L1pp0, T q  Ωq. (117)
We claim that I˜ can be obtained by simply dropping the index εn1:3 everywhere in (114). We observe that (114) admits the
following reformulation:
Iεn1:3 I1
 
mεn1:3 , pεn1:3 , vεn1:3
∇  I3  mεn1:3 , vεn1:3   I2  mεn1:3 , pεn1:3 , vεn1:3 ∇v 12εn1:3 , (118)
where I1, I2 : R3 ÞÑ R, I3 : R2 ÞÑ R are continuous functions. Since I1p, , 0q  I2p, , 0q  0, it holds with (77), (118) that
Iεn1:3  0 a.e. in p0, T q  tvε30  0u. (119)
Combining (116), (119) with (77), (78) and property (15) and passing to the limit in the measure on p0, T q  tv0  0u, we obtain
that, as expected,
I˜  0 a.e. in p0, T q  tv0  0u.
Further, we have due to (92), (99), (111), and the continuity of I1, I2, I3 that
I1
 
mεn1:3 , pεn1:3 , vεn1:3

Ñ
n1:3Ñ8
I1pm, p, vq a.e. in p0, T q  tv0 ¡ 0u, (120)
I2
 
mεn1:3 , pεn1:3 , vεn1:3

Ñ
n1:3Ñ8
I2pm, p, vq a.e. in p0, T q  tv0 ¡ 0u, (121)
I3
 
mεn1:3 , vεn1:3

Ñ
n1:3Ñ8
I3pm, vq a.e. in p0, T q  tv0 ¡ 0u. (122)
Using (33), (122) and the Vitali convergence theorem, we obtain that
I3
 
mεn1:3 , vεn1:3

Ñ
n1:3Ñ8
I3pm, vq in L1pp0, T q  tv0 ¡ 0uq. (123)
Together with (35), this yields by using the Dunford-Pettis theorem that
∇  I3  mεn1:3 , vεn1:3  án1:3Ñ8 ∇pI3pm, vqq in L1pp0, T q  tv0 ¡ 0uq. (124)
Finally, combining (95), (120), (121), (124) and using Lemma A.3, we arrive at
I1
 
mεn1:3 , pεn1:3 , vεn1:3
∇  I3  mεn1:3 , vεn1:3   I2  mεn1:3 , pεn1:3 , vεn1:3 ∇v 12εn1:3
á
n1:3Ñ8
I1 pm, p, vq∇ pI3 pm, vqq   I2 pm, p, vq∇v 12 in L1pp0, T q  tv0 ¡ 0uq.
The proof of Theorem 4.5 is thus completed.
8. Numerical Simulations
We discretize the PDE-ODE-ODE system (1) using a local mass conservative and monotone finite volume method. We use the
software package Dune [36, 37, 38, 39, 40] with Dune-PDELab and consider on the domain Ω  p0, 1q2 the structured quadrilateral
grid Yaspgrid therein.
8.1. Implementation
Let C be the set of computational cells in the grid and denote by Epcq the (inner) edges of the grid surrounding a cell c. Then
we approximate the vector u  pm, p, vqT in the space P30 , so the restriction of u on a computational cell c is a constant vector.
The discretization in space now takes place with the aid of two-point flux approximations as in [41]. First we define the diffusion
coefficient Dpuq  κmu3pu1 u2q1 u3pu1 u2q and the drift velocity V puq 
κv
p1 u1 u2q2
. The convection velocity V puq∇u3 and the diffusion
term Dpuq∇u1 have both the same structure, therefore we use the same space discretization. Hence we will only present the
diffusive flux discretization in detail. We may integrate
Btu1  ∇  pDpuq∇u1  V puq∇u3u1q
over a computational cell c by employing the Gauß theorem
Btpu1q|c 
¸
ePEpcq
F ec   V
e
c pu1q
 
e ,
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where F e is the approximation of the diffusive flux and V e is an approximation of the drift velocity though an edge e. The symbol
pu1q
 
e stands for a simple upwinding scheme [41]. To get a locally mass conservative method, we require that for each edge e
between cells c and c1 we have F ec   F ec1  0, as well as V ec   V ec1  0. This gives the possibility to resolve the edge variables and
for an edge e between c and c1 we have
F ec 
Dpuq|cDpuq|c1
Dpuq|c  Dpuq|c1
ppu1q|c1  pu1q|cq
2|e|
dpc, c1q
.
The drift velocity is computed in the same way. Due to the diffusion, we need to employ an implicit method in order to circumvent
a hard restriction on the time step. So the discretized scheme reads
uk 1  ∆tΦpuk 1q  uk, (125)
where Φ represents the diffusive and convective flux as well as the reaction term. We solve the previous equation (125) by the
classical Newton method, where the necessary differentiation of the nonlinear flux Φ is done numerically.
Remark 8.1 (Convergence) We would like to point out that our numerical simulations were performed by a usual finite volume
method, whereas the general convergence theory for this kind of numerical schemata is well-developed only for nondegenerate
parabolic problems. It goes far beyond the aims of this paper to investigate the convergence in our case, although it might be
an interesting issue. By no means, however, is this a trivial task. Our simulations are only meant to be an illustration of how
-according to this new model- the solution behaviour could possibly look like.
8.2. Results
We have to select initial conditions. Therefore we assume a grate-like initial condition for v and define the following sets:
S1  tx P R
2|x2 P p0.35, 0.45qu
S2  tx P R
2|x2 P p0.7, 0.8qu
S3  tx P R
2| |x1  xˆ|   0.015, for xˆ P t0.4, 0.45, 0.5, 0.55, 0.6, 0.65uu
S4  tx P R
2| |x1  x2  xˆ|   0.01, for xˆ P t0.2,0.1, 0.0uu
S5  tx P R
2| |x1  0.5  x2  xˆ|   0.01, for xˆ P t0.5, 0.6uu
In [26, 21] we used a uniform distribution to characterize the initial ECM density. Here, however, we want to see the effects of a
fibrous tissue on the tumor invasion and therefore we select the initial configuration of ECM fibers in a rather intuitive way as
v0pxq  0.95  1!
xP
5
i1
Si
)   0.05,
resembling high density fiber tracts with a surrounding tissue of lower density. Now we need to think about the initial conditions
for the tumor variables. We observe that migrating tumor cells (variable m) will pass into the proliferating regime if no tissue
is available (at least it is highly improbable to find migrating cells in absence of tissue fibers) and will start to move otherwise.
We assume that at the initial time there are no moving, but only resting and hence proliferating cells. For the initial population
of proliferating tumor cells we selected an unsymmetric tumor bulk centered on fiber tracts as seen in Figure 1. With all these
considerations we select the initial conditions for the cell variables in the form
m0pxq  0.0,
p0pxq  min
!
Ψ0.02px p0.5, 0.5qT   0.5 Ψ0.01px p0.45, 0.49qT q   0.5 Ψ0.01px p0.52, 0.5qT , 5.0
)
,
where
Ψσpsq 
1
2piσ exp


s2
2σ2


.
The remaining task is to choose the parameters involved in the model. We select -in order to enable a comparison of the model
(1) to the model in [26]- as many parameters as possible to be equal to the ones in the previous papers [17, 26, 21]. The tissue
is distributed in a quite inhomogeneous way, however on a tissue fiber (or fiber bundle) the material is homogeneous, meaning
that the tissue gradient ∇v and whence the haptotaxis is vanishing. Nevertheless, haptotaxis is not negligible, as it describes the
guidance of cell migration by the tissue fibers (dissolved or not). The concrete parameter selection is summarized in Table 1.
The grid we use is a triangulation of the unit cube in two dimensions, with 200 cells in each direction. So we also have to select a
small time step ∆t. In our calculations we used ∆t  0.5 and performed simulations up to t  50.
Figure 2 shows the simulation results. The comparison between the evolution of migrating and proliferating cells elicits the expected
behavior: the migrating cells are predominant in the regions with high tissue density (it can be actually seen how they follow the
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Parameter Value Source Parameter Value Source
α 0.05 estimated µp 0.3 [26, 21]
β 0.1 estimated µv 0.02 [26, 21]
κm 103 [26, 21] η 0.2 [26, 21]
κv 1 [26, 21] λ 0.5 [26, 21]
Table 1: Parameters used in the model.
tissue fibers -and degrade them), while the proliferating cells occupy the regions with very low tissue density. This is in agreement
with the go-or-grow dichotomy and the degeneracy of the diffusion coefficient in equation (1a): For v  0 (no tissue) the migrating
cells stop and become proliferating cells. Moreover, the model is able to reproduce the often irregular shape of a tumor and the
associated spread of cancer cells exhibiting various infiltrative (INF) patterns. According to the Japanese gastric association group
[42], the latter provide a way to classify local invasiveness and tumor malignancy. In particular, Figure 2 exhibits some small
’islands’ of cell aggregates, transiently isolated from the main tumor, which then grow and merge again with the neoplastic cell
mass. That tumor cells have an infiltrative spread, form fingering patterns, and closely follow the specific tissue structure has been
recognized for many types of cancer; perhaps the most prominent example featuring these characteristics are gliomas, see e.g.
[43, 44, 45, 46]. This behavior has also been confirmed by several models in a different mathematical framework, but still relying on
the go-or-grow dichotomy and leading to related reaction-diffusion-taxis equations [17, 18]. Like those models, the present setting
allows to account for tumor heterogeneity w. r. t. the migratory/proliferative phenotypes of the constituent cells. As mentioned in
the Introduction, this heterogeneity also reflects in the differentiated therapeutic response, an essential issue in therapy planning
and assessment. Including therapy effects like e. g., in [21] can be easily addressed in this context as well. While current biomedical
imaging only allows to determine the gross tumor volume, such models open the way to provide an (although imperfect) estimation
of the tumor composition upon relying on the patient-specific tissue architecture and to correspondingly predict the extent of the
neoplastic tissue.
We also compared the model (1) presented here to the previous model in [26], where no distinction has been made between the
tumor cells (in moving and proliferative phenotypes, respectively). To this aim we simulated both models upon using the same
parameters (from Table 1). The results are shown in Figure 3. The invasion speed of the tumor cells from the model (1) relying
on the go-or-grow hypothesis is lower when compared to the model in [26]. This is due to the fact that in the model from [26]
the whole cell population is simultaneously proliferating (generating tumor cell mass) and migrating, while in model (1) the cells
defer migration for proliferating. This leads in model [26] to a higher cell mass at the invading tips, hence also to faster tumor
advancement. The overall form of the predicted tumor remains, however, comparable, see Figure 3.
Appendix A
In this section we collect several auxiliary results on member-by-member products used above. We begin with a lemma which deals
with the uniform integrability of member-by-member products.
Lemma A.1 (Uniform integrability for products) Let Ω be a measurable subset of RN with finite measure and I be some set.
Let tfiuiPI , tgiuiPI  L2pΩq be two families such that t|fi|2uiPI is uniformly integrable and tgiuiPI is uniformly bounded in L2pΩq.
Then the family tfigiuiPI of member-by-member products is uniformly integrable.
This well-known property can be readily proved by using the definition of the uniform integrability. We leave the details to the reader.
The following lemma is a generalization of the Lions lemma [47, Lemma 1.3] and the known result on weak-strong convergence
for member-by-member products.
Lemma A.2 (Weak-a.e. convergence, [26]) Let Ω be a measurable subset of RN with finite measure. Let f, fn : Ω Ñ R, n P N
be measurable functions and g, gn P L1pΩq, n P N. Assume further that fn Ñ
nÑ8
f a.e. in Ω and gn á
nÑ8
g, fngn á
nÑ8
ξ in L1pΩq.
Then, it holds that ξ  fg a.e. in Ω.
As was observed in [26], a similar result holds for sums of member-by-member products:
Lemma A.3 (Weak-a.e. convergence for sums, [26]) Let Ω be a measurable subset of RN with finite measure and let L P N.
Let f l, f ln : Ω Ñ R, n P N, l P t1, ..., Lu, be measurable functions and gl, gln P L1pΩq, n P N, l P t1, ..., Lu. Assume further that
f ln Ñ
nÑ8
f l a.e. in Ω and gln á
nÑ8
gl,
°L
l1 f
l
ng
l
n á
nÑ8
ξ in L1pΩq. Then, it holds that ξ 
°L
l1 f
lgl a.e. in Ω.
Remark A.4 Observe that, in Lemma A.3, it is not required that the sequences
 
f lng
l
n
(
nPN
themselves are convergent for
l P t1, ..., Lu, but only their sum
!°L
l1 f
l
ng
l
n
)
nPN
. Thus, the result is applicable in the cases where the convergence of individual
sequences is either false or unknown.
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Figure 1: Initial condition: densities of migrating (M) and proliferating (P ) cells, tumor bulk C M   P , and fiber network V .
At start there are only proliferating cells located in a region with crossing fibers.
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Figure 2: Simulation results: densities of migrating (M) and proliferating (P ) cells, tumor bulk C M   P , and fiber network V .
The proliferating tumor cells (P ) start to migrate when encountering fiber tracts, while the migrating cells (M) follow the complex
tissue (best seen in the left picture at time t  10). When the migrating cells come into contact with the lower horizontal stripe
(at time t  10), they invade this stripe and start to degrade the fibers. When migrating cells encounter spaces between the fibers,
they switch into the proliferating (P ) phenotype.
(a) Simulation at time t  10
(b) Simulation at time t  30
(c) Simulation at time t  50
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Figure 3: Comparison of model (1) to the model in [26]. The latter predicts a higher invasion speed (compare subfigures (a) and
(b)), however, the computed tumor shape is largely preserved, although at different time points (compare subfigures (c) and (d)).
(a) Model (1) at time t  20 (b) Model in [26] at time t  20
(c) Model (1) at time t  30 (d) Model in [26] at time t  10
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